THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
rudiments of which it is starting to acquire would seem to make
the process of training almost necessarily difficult and disagree-
able. Dn Montessori and others are showing how the education
of the young child can be brought about both more effectually
and more pleasantly by the substitution of guidance for
restriction, and by linking on the activities which have to be
learnt to those in which the child naturally and spontaneously
indulges; while the possibilities of education on similar principles
in the case of older children have been very successfully
demonstrated in the case of the George Junior Republic and
the Little Commonwealth. In so far as the more general control
and instruction exercised by parents can be conducted on the
same lines, the friction between parents and children that
arises as a consequence of this necessary control will tend to
diminish, though the total avoidance of such friction will
scarcely ever be attained.
The ties be-	All that we have here been saying as regards the desirable
We<fncjR^drenS relationship   between   parents    and   children   has   primarily
must be      reference only to the   early  years   of childhood. As the child
loosened as   m-ows up. considerable modifications  of attitude  and   conduct
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grow up     will of course be  necessary.   .Particularly   is   this the case as
regards the nature of the love between parents and children.
It would seem necessary indeed, as we have just pointed out,
that the stage of incestuous object-love should be passed through
by the child; it is both useless and undesirable to throw
unnecessary obstacles in its way. But, as we have also seen,
when this necessary stage has been successfully attained, there
remains the far more difficult task of proceeding to the further
stages of object-love which involve a weaning of the child from
the original incestuous object and a corresponding readjustment
of emotional attitude on the part of the parent. A wise parent
will thus do all that is possible to avoid a too enduring con-
centration and fixation of the child's affections on himself (the
parent). He will see that suitable opportunities occur for the
due arousal of love and interest in other directions and will
not himself encourage the fixation of his child's love at the
incestuous stage by a too ardent reciprocation of tenderness or
affection.
It is here perhaps more than at any other point that our
standards of conduct require revision  in  the light of psycho-
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